B

arbu Iscovescu, Nicolae Vermont, Marcel Iancu and Victor
Brauner, Margareta Sterian, Eva Cerbu, Tia Peltz, Toma
Hirth și Rita Șapira these are only a few names from the
long list of great Jewish artists who have contributed to the
Romanian culture and can be admired on our walls.
The top ﬂoor is dedicated to temporary exhibitions, the
museum team being in contact with many galleries, museums but
also with many contemporary artists from Romania and Israel.
We will also organize educational programs for children
and for their parents once a month.

T

oday, for those interested in the history and culture of
Bucharest Jews, we propose a route linking our museum to
the most important monuments in the Jewish Quarter:
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The Coral Temple, the Great Synagogue, the FEDROM headquarters
and the Jewish Community of Bucharest, the Jewish School Magna
cum Laude Reut and the Jewish State Theatre, The Ieshua Tova
synagogue of the Amzei Square, the Credința synagogue in the Vitan
neighborhood, The JCC Jewish Community Centre, the Şafran Library
and The Centre for the Study of History of Jews in Romania.

3 Mămulari street
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Coral Temple &
FEDROM Headquarters
9-11 Sfânta Vineri street
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You will start the route right here at the Jewish History and
Culture Museum in Romania, in the Holy Union Temple in Mămulari
Street Nr. 3 in the St. Friday's Square, behind the Unirea Shopping
Center store.
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Jewish History & Culture
Museum in Romania
“Dr. Nicolae Cajal”,
in the Holy Union Temple
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Great Synagogue

The Centre for the Study
of History of Jews in Romania
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Calea Călăraşilor nr. 57B

The JCC Jewish
Community Centre
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18 Popa Soare street

the Şafran Library

15 Iuliu Barasch street

5 Nagustori street

The Ieshua Tova
Synagogue
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9 Tache Ionescu street
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“Dr. Nicolae Cajal”
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PROGRAM:

11 Vasile Adamache street

Jewish State Theatre

MUZEUL

MUZEUL
Monday-Thursday 10.00-17.00
Friday-Saturday CLOSED
Sunday 09.00-12.30

ENTRANCE:
Full ticket 10 Lei
Discount ticket 5 Lei
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CONTACT:
3 Mămulari street
Telefon 021 315 0837
Email: jm.buc@jewishro.org
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www.museum.jewishfed.ro

www.museum.jewishfed.ro

MUZEUL
DE ISTORIE ȘI CULTURĂ

A EVREILOR DIN ROMÂNIA

“Dr. Nicolae Cajal”

tel: 021-315.08.37

Welcome to the Jewish Quarter

starting on Mămulari Street!

Short story of the Temple

Built between 1850-1852 and rebuilt between 19101934 following the design of architect Julius Grunfeld, it was
originally called the Great Tailors Synagogue because it was built
by the Tailors Guild. Rabbi Dr. Meyer Halevy was the religious
leader of this synagogues during the 1935-1940 and 1946-1963.
In January 1941, during the pogrom in Bucharest, the synagogue
was devastated by legionaries but luckily it was restored
afterwards. 1966 was the last year in which religious services
were ofﬁciated and then the synagogue was closed due to the
lack of a congregation.

everywhere as a true living
a monument that also encompasses
the testimony of the future."

Rabbi M. A. Halevy

MUZEUL
DE ISTORIE ȘI CULTURĂ

A EVREILOR DIN ROMÂNIA

“Dr. Nicolae Cajal”

he central theme is Jewish life, what it meant to be Jewish in
Romania over the centuries. At the ground ﬂoor of the
museum, on the left, resides the exhibition From Shtetl to the
City with details about the life of the Jews on these lands, the
domestic world, with customs and annual celebrations, with the
memories, traditions, values and ethical Code of the Mishpokhe
(family, EBR.). In the Heder Alef-Beit Hall you will ﬁnd out how
important the early childhood education is, about schools and
childhood generally, also pointing to the important role that children
have in most Jewish holidays.

he exhibition is meant for the visitors to learn and
understand, through a visual exploration, what was and
still is Jewish life here and anywhere in the world, what
chronological route has had the Jewish life and identity in
Romania, stressing on its most important moments of Romanian
and Jewish history and culture. The exhibition recounts in a
contemporary language important moments in the cycle of
Jewish life, important moments of the Jewish contribution to the
construction of modern Romania.

To the right, in the Travellers through History section we
present documents about the existence of Jews on these lands,
highlighting their organization in guilds, communities, institutions
and political structures, then the contribution of families of
Ashkenazi and Sephardic Jews to the cultural and economic
development of their country. The second ﬂoor invites you to admire
the newly restored Aron Kodeş of the Shtefaneshter Reb Synagogue
in Iaşi, along with religious objects and details about Jewish
holidays.
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monument of the historical past, as

Our mission

T

T

he Temple of the Holy Union-Ahdut Kodesh, located at
number 3 is a historic monument of national importance,
an elegant ediﬁce, easily identiﬁable among the
reminiscent buildings of the neighborhood.

"The synagogue can be considered

CENTRAL THEME

Museum`s history

rom 1978 Chief Rabbi Moses Rosen president of the
Federation of the Jewish Communities in Romania
establishes here the Museum of Jewish History, originally
referred to as the Museum of Jewish Communities under the
leadership of Marius Mircu and with the precious help of the well
known writer Norman Manea , a museum with a comprehensive
collection of documents, photographs, books and religious
objects that recount the life and history of the Jews in these
lands. In the year 2015, following the initiative of Dr. Aurel Vainer,
president of the FCER, the building enters in a process of
restoration. The intention is to preserve and restore the beauty of
the Temple of the Holy Union and to give a new face to the History
and Culture Museum of Jews in Romania.

Our Pinacoteque

T

Our goal is to build bridges over ignorance, to destroy
the barrier of ignorance and to rediscover together the common
road of humanity.

T

he Federation of Jewish Communities in Romania
assumed, among other things, the high duty to capitalize
on the artistic heritage of great value, the paintings and
drawings coming from private collections donated along the years
to the Federation of Jewish Communities in Romania.
Therefore, at the ﬁrst ﬂoor, the Pinacoteque of FEDROM
invites you to admire on the museum's walls the values of visual
art, Jewish as well as Romanian artists. representatives of the
most important artistic movements and especially of the
Romanian avant-garde and contemporary art.
The exhibited paintings reconﬁrm the relevance of the
Jewish artists not only for the Romanian art scene but for the
entire world.

